Objective: Prior research has found that within-person standard deviations across different neuropsychological domains are larger in various clinical groups than in healthy control groups, but little is known about the specificity of these measures to clinical conditions. Method: Within-person standard deviations were computed across composite scores representing episodic memory, perceptual speed, inductive reasoning, and spatial visualization and compared in older adults differing in the amount of subsequent cognitive change, and as a function of age in a large sample of adults ranging from 18 to 89 years of age. Results: The standard deviations at an initial occasion were significantly greater in older adults who experienced the most negative longitudinal change, but relations of the standard deviations with age were only evident in adults under 65 years of age, and they were negative rather than positive. Conclusions: These findings suggest that high values of within-person variability may have specificity in predicting late life cognitive decline.
When multiple cognitive abilities are assessed in the same individuals, it is possible to compare profiles based on the relative levels of different abilities. For example, Figure 1 portrays the mean levels (expressed in z-score units) of four cognitive abilities for two adults age 44 and 47 years of age. Despite having nearly identical overall means, the two individuals had markedly different ability profiles, with the 44-year-old having a more heterogeneous profile than the 47-year-old. A convenient way to represent differences in profiles is in terms of the standard deviation across the four abilities, and it can be seen that one of these individuals had a standard deviation of .21 whereas the other had a standard deviation of .94. The major questions in this report are whether this measure of within-person across-ability variability is higher at an initial occasion in individuals who subsequently experience large cognitive decline, and whether it is related to age in healthy adults.
Because they may reflect different phenomena, and could have different causes and consequences, it is important to distinguish different types of within-person variability. Each type is expressed relative to the individual's own mean, but they differ in that the variability can be across trials within the same test, across sessions with the same test, or across different tests. The focus in this report is on the latter form of variability, namely, the heterogeneity of different cognitive abilities in the same individual, and not inconsistency of the individual's performance across repetitions of trials within the same test, or inconsistency of the individual's performance of the same test across separate sessions.
Interest in ability profiles has a long history in psychological assessment (e.g., Matarazzo et al., 1988; Matarazzo & Prifitera, 1989) , but there has been a recent resurgence of interest in this topic for both theoretical and empirical reasons. One theoretical reason is that the multivariate information inherent in across-test variability has been postulated to be a more sensitive indicator of cognitive status than the measures from any single domain (Kliegel & Sliwinski, 2004) . Another theoretical speculation is that greater across-domain variability may reflect poor sustained cognitive control, and/or allocation of resources across different types of cognitive tests . Still another proposal is that within-person variability might be an indirect measure of neural connectivity (Reichenberg et al., 2006) . That is, if different brain regions are involved in different types of cognitive abilities (e.g., Colom et al., 2009; Jung & Haier, 2007) , weaker structural or functional connectivity among regions could diminish the spread of influences across abilities and contribute to greater distinctiveness of ability profiles.
The major empirical reason for the interest in across-ability variability is that several reports have found greater variability in clinical groups, such as schizophrenics (Reichenberg et al., 2006) , patients positive for HIV (Morgan et al., 2011; Morgan, Woods, Rooney, et al. 2012b) , patients with hepatitis C , patients with dementia (Reckess et al., 2014) , athletes after a sports-related concussion (Rabinowitz & Arnett, 2013) , and individuals with low functional status (Rapp et al., 2005) . There are also reports of higher within-person variability for individuals who subsequently develop cognitive pathologies (Holtzer et al., 2008; Kliegel & Sliwinski, 2004) . Taken together, these findings suggest that the distinctiveness or heterogeneity of cognitive ability profiles may convey important information about an individual's cognitive status.
Results of two studies are described in the current report. The first study examined the predictive power of across-domain variability at the initial occasion on subsequent cognitive change in older adults. The second study examined properties of withinperson variability among healthy adults across a wide age range in both cross-sectional and longitudinal comparisons.
Several issues need to be considered when examining group differences in within-person variability. First, although it is desirable that the variability reflect a number of different domains of cognitive functioning, it may be misleading to include tests of acquired knowledge in the computations because tests of knowledge reflect the products of processing carried out earlier in life rather than efficiency or effectiveness of processing at the time of assessment. Furthermore, the existence of different age trends in product and process measures may introduce artifactual decreases followed by increases in relations of age to within-person variability as ability levels first converge and then diverge with increased age. Vocabulary or other measures of knowledge have sometimes been used as a reference to compare with other cognitive measures because they have been postulated to reflect early life intelligence (Christensen et al., 1999; Rabbitt, 1993) , but their inclusion in the computation of across-ability variability should either be avoided or implemented with caution.
Second, because variability will likely be lowest near the floors and ceilings of measurement, there may be an inverted-U function relating variability to mean performance. It is therefore important to control for the mean when analyzing group differences in variability if the groups differ in average level of performance.
And third, although variability could be computed across scores on individual tests, the resulting variability measure will include measurement error and influences of characteristics of specific tests in addition to those of relevant abilities. However, influences of the relevant ability can be emphasized, and reliability increased, by conducting analyses on composite scores instead of scores of individual tests.
Study 1
The purpose of the first study was to investigate relations of across-domain variability on a first occasion with cognitive decline from the first (T1) to a second (T2) occasion. The key question was whether within-person variability was greater in individuals who could be considered to be vulnerable because they subsequently exhibited the most negative cognitive change.
Many different criteria could be used to classify individuals as vulnerable or normal. The criteria used here were based on the magnitude of longitudinal change from a first to a second measurement occasion. Individuals in the bottom 10% of the distribution of changes were considered to be in the vulnerable group. To compare individuals exhibiting the most negative change with those exhibiting more typical change, the normal group was defined as individuals in the middle 50% of the distribution of changes. However, it should be noted that similar results were obtained when the normal group was defined as the 90% of the individuals not in the bottom 10% of the change distribution.
Method
Sample. The sample consisted of a subset of participants from the Virginia Cognitive Aging Project (VCAP; Salthouse, in press-b; Salthouse et al., 2008 ) who were 65 years of age and older and who had completed at least two longitudinal occasions. Participants in VCAP were recruited from newspaper advertisements, flyers, and referrals from other participants. Approximately 79% of the VCAP participants were White, 11% African American, and the remainder distributed across other racial categories or reporting more than one race. Information on the selectivity of the longitudinal participants relative to the initial sample is provided in other reports (Salthouse, 2010, in press-a) .
Two groups of participants were formed based on the T2 residual of the average composite score across four ability domains after controlling the T1 average composite score, age, and years of education. The groups consisted of at-risk individuals in the bottom 10% of the distribution of T2 residuals, and individuals in the middle 50% of the distribution, who were considered normals. Characteristics of the individuals in the two groups are reported in Table 1 .
Neurocognitive tests. At each occasion the participants performed 12 neuropsychological tests selected to reflect four different abilities. Reasoning ability was represented by matrix reasoning, shipley abstraction, and letter sets; spatial visualization ability was represented by spatial relations, paper folding, and form boards; episodic memory ability was represented by word recall, paired associates and logical memory; and perceptual speed ability by digit symbol, pattern comparison, and letter comparison. The tasks have been described in more detail in other articles (e.g., Salthouse, in press-b; Salthouse & Ferrer-Caja, 2003; Salthouse, Pink & Tucker-Drob, 2008; Salthouse, Siedlecki & Krueger, 2006) . These other articles also report coefficient alpha estimates of the reliabilities, which ranged from .71 to .91, and results of confirmatory factor analyses supporting the construct validity of the variables. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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The scores on each of the 12 tests were converted to z scores and then averaged across the tests representing a given domain to allow analyses to be conducted on composite scores representing each ability domain. The measure of across-domain within-person variability was the standard deviation of the composite scores for the four abilities.
Results and Discussion
Characteristics of the two groups are reported in Table 1 . Note that, as expected based on how the groups were selected, the at-risk group had much more negative change from the first to the second occasion than the normal group in the mean cognitive score, and in the composite scores in each cognitive domain. The only other significant differences between the at-risk and the normal groups were with the length of the interval between T1 and T2 and the measure of within-person variability. Additional analyses revealed that the group differences in the within-person variability measure were still significant (p Ͻ .01) when the T1-T2 interval was included as a covariate in the analysis.
Two additional analyses were conducted to examine the robustness of the results. One analysis investigated the possibility that the results in Table 1 might have been an artifact of contrasting an extreme group with a typical group. The analysis was therefore repeated with the two groups consisting of individuals in the top 10% (instead of the bottom 10%) of change and individuals in the middle 50% of change. The average within-person standard deviations in the two groups were .45 and .48, respectively, and the difference was not significant (i.e., t ϭ Ϫ.95, p Ͼ .34, d ϭ Ϫ.10). These results are therefore inconsistent with the possibility that the within-person standard deviations are greater in any group selected on the basis of extreme values of change, and instead indicate that the higher variability appears to be specific to the group with the most negative change.
A second analysis reversed the direction of the relation and compared the magnitude of cognitive change in groups defined on the basis of within-person variability at the initial occasion. The normal group in this analysis was defined as individuals with T1 standard deviations in the middle 50% of the distribution, and the vulnerable group was defined as individuals in the top 10% of the distribution of T1 standard deviations. As expected from the results in Table 1 , the group with the greatest within-person variability at T1 had significantly more negative average cognitive change than the normal group (i.e., Ϫ.16 vs. Ϫ.06, t ϭ 2.59, p Ͻ .01, d ϭ Ϫ.28). These results therefore indicate that the relation between within-person variability at baseline and subsequent cognitive change is evident regardless whether the groups are defined on the basis of initial variability or in terms of the magnitude of change.
The results of this study extend earlier studies in the finding that vulnerable individuals, in this case defined as those with the most negative change from T1 to T2, had higher across-domain variability at the initial (T1) occasion than normal individuals. An intriguing implication of this finding is that across-domain withinperson variability may be a sensitive indicator of impending cognitive decline.
Study 2
The purpose of Study 2 was to examine whether there were also relations of within-person across-ability variability to age in healthy adults. A discovery that within-person variability was This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
greater with increased age in healthy adults might imply that heterogeneity of abilities is a sensitive measure of an individual's overall cognitive status and would lead to questions as to the specificity of within-person variability as an indicator of subsequent decline. In addition to determining whether increased variability might be specific to late-life decline in vulnerable individuals, the relation of age to within-person variability across cognitive abilities may be relevant to the nature of age-related influences on cognitive functioning. For example, Lindenberger and Baltes (1997) suggested that the degree of within-person variability would be expected to be smaller at older ages if increased age is associated with a greater contribution of general influences relative to abilityspecific influences on cognitive functioning.
However, an opposite pattern might be expected if large proportions of the age-related influences on cognitive functioning are specific rather than general. For example, differential ability change could occur if there are greater age-related changes in the brain regions responsible for certain abilities than in others, or if selective engagement in certain activities results in greater preservation of some abilities compared to others. Regardless of the reason, if age-related influences vary across abilities, the relative levels of abilities might become more distinct with increased age and result in larger across-ability standard deviations and more pronounced, or heterogeneous, ability profiles.
Another prediction from the differential-change interpretation is that the age-related differences should be less negative for measures of the individuals' best ability compared to his or her worst ability. That is, regardless of which specific abilities are the best or worst for particular individuals, if age-related influences are primarily ability-specific, the age trends on the individual's best ability might be expected to be less negative than those on his or her worst ability.
Only a few studies have examined within-person variability across different cognitive domains in healthy adults, and the results have been inconsistent. For example, in adults over 64 years of age, Lindenberger and Baltes (1997) found that increased age was associated with smaller within-person variability, but Christensen et al. (1999) and Hilborn, Strauss, Hultsch, & Hunter, (2009) both found larger within-person standard deviations at older ages. Adults from 20 to 92 years of age were examined by Schretlen et al. (2003) , who reported a correlation of .22 with age and the difference between the individual's highest and lowest scores. Longitudinal changes in within-person dispersion were investigated by Christensen et al. (1999) who found no relation of age to change in within-person variability in a sample of adults 70 years of age and older.
Method
Sample. Characteristics of the VCAP participants in the crosssectional sample and the subset of these individuals in the longitudinal sample are reported in Table 2 .
Neurocognitive tests. The tests were the same as those described in Study 1, and composite scores for each ability and measures of within-person across-ability variability were computed in the same manner as described earlier.
Results and Discussion
The means and within-person standard deviations across the four composite ability scores in the cross-sectional sample are plotted as a function of age decade in Figure 2 . It can be seen that there was a moderate negative correlation of age (i.e., r ϭ Ϫ.57) with the mean of the four composite scores, but a very small age relation (i.e., r ϭ .05) with the within-person standard deviations across the four composite scores.
The prediction of less negative age trends for an individual's best ability compared to his or her worst ability was examined by rank-ordering each individual's z score for the composite scores in the four abilities and then determining the age relations for the different ranks. These data are portrayed in Figure 3 , which contains the means by decade of each individual's best (rank 1), average, and worst (rank 4) ability by decade in the crosssectional data. Note that the average levels of performance were highest for the best ability and lowest for the worst ability, and that the age trends for the best, average, and worst abilities were nearly parallel.
The data summarized in Figure 3 were subjected to hierarchical regression analyses to determine the proportion of variance associated with age in the individuals' best and worst values after control of the variance in other measures. The initial percentage of variance associated with age in the best ability was 31%; after control of the average value it was 0.1%; and after control of the value corresponding to the worst ability it was 3.8%. Corresponding values for the worst ability were 26%, 0%, and 1.2%, respectively, without any control, after controlling the average value, and after controlling the value for the best ability. These results indicate that not only are the age trends in the three measures nearly parallel, but that there is considerable overlap of the age-related variance in the three measures, with very small independent age relations.
Longitudinal changes in within-individual variability were also examined, and Figure 4 portrays across-ability means and withinperson standard deviations of the longitudinal differences from T1 to T2. The results were similar to Figure 3 in that there was a moderate negative age relation (i.e., r ϭ Ϫ.24) on the longitudinal differences in the means, indicating more negative change at older ages, but little age relation (i.e., r ϭ .02) on the longitudinal difference in the within-individual variability measure. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Because measures of variability may be related to the mean, regression analyses were conducted examining the relation of age to the within-person standard deviations after controlling linear and quadratic relations of the mean of the composite scores. Identical analyses were conducted in the complete sample, and also separately in adults between 18 and 64 years of age and in adults between 65 and 89 years of age because the age range in the latter group was similar to earlier studies reporting different patterns of age relations.
The left panel of Table 3 reports the standardized coefficients from regression analyses predicting within-person standard deviations at the first occasion, and the right panel contains results with the longitudinal T2-T1 differences. Several points should be noted about these results. First, although a number of the relations were significant, all of the analytical models accounted for very small proportions of variance (i.e., R 2 values). Second, significant relations of age were evident in the cross-sectional sample, but they were negative and primarily evident among individuals between 18 and 64 years of age because the relation in the older group was not significant, and positive rather than negative. And third, there were no significant relations of age to the measure of longitudinal difference in within-person variability.
General Discussion
The results of Study 1 indicate that, compared to individuals with typical longitudinal change, vulnerable individuals, defined as those with the most negative longitudinal change, had a more heterogeneous ability profile, with greater within-person variability at the first occasion. Furthermore, additional analyses revealed that the relations were still evident when the analyses were reversed, and mean change was examined in groups differing in magnitude of within-person variability at the initial occasion. These findings extend results of earlier studies with various patient groups in demonstrating that across-ability within-person variability at an initial occasion is predictive of the individual's future status, as reflected in subsequent cognitive change.
Although the discovery of a relation between the heterogeneity of ability profiles at an initial occasion and amount of cognitive decline is interesting, it is important to examine relations of diversity to age in healthy adults to determine if relations involving within-person variability are specific to individuals about to experience substantial decline. The only relations of age on within- This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
person across-ability variability in Study 2 were negative, and restricted to the period between about 18 and 64 years of age. The absence of age relations in healthy adults, together with the discovery of significant differences in individuals with the most negative change, suggests that higher levels of within-person variability may be specific to impending pathological decline, and not a component of normal aging. If the pattern of little relation in normal adults but significant relations in individuals who might be considered at risk is confirmed in subsequent studies, measures of within-person variability could be valuable as indicators of potentially pathological change, distinct from normal aging. The lack of positive age relations on the measures of withinperson variability is inconsistent with differential ability-specific age-related influences because that should have resulted in an age-related increase in across-ability standard deviations. As indicated in Table 3 , the only relations with age were negative, and they were restricted to the period under about 65 years of age. Furthermore, the age trends for the best and worst abilities for each individual were very similar, instead of diverging as one would expect if there is relative preservation of one's best abilities.
One of the reasons for expecting greater across-domain variability with increased age is that a number of studies have reported weaker functional connectivity across different brain regions at older ages (e.g., Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007; Dennis et al., 2008; Park et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010) . This reduction in connectivity among the brain regions involved in different cognitive abilities might therefore be expected to weaken the diffusion of homogenizing influences across abilities, in a manner analogous to how species might exhibit greater differentiation as they become isolated in different ecological niches. Because this expectation was not supported in these data, it would be informative to investigate the validity of the assumption that connectivity is related to withinperson variability by comparing across-ability variability in the same individuals for whom measures of functional or structural connectivity are available.
In summary, the results of these studies indicate that measures of across-domain variability could be valuable indicators of impending cognitive decline. The finding in the first study that individuals who subsequently experienced the most negative cognitive decline had higher within-individual standard deviations than individuals within the middle of the distribution for decline suggests that the measure has sensitivity, and the finding in the second study of little or no relation of within-person variability with age in healthy individuals suggests that the measure may be specific to late-life pathological aging.
